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CONNECTION

A letter from our Co-Executive Directors
Dear friends and family,
In spite of difficult economic and political times, we saw incredible resiliency and
camaraderie in our West Englewood community, as well as needed support from
Chicago and beyond. The love in action we witnessed has inspired us all to create an
environment where everyone can strive for greatness. We were faced with a lot of
adversity this past year, but realized that coming together as a community allowed us
to heal and grow as a collective.
In an effort to bridge the relationship with the Chicago Police Department and the
communities they’re sworn to serve, we hosted six healing events where we recognized
each other as human beings while addressing the wounds that have impacted both
sides. This is just the beginning—in 2017 we commit to having monthly healing dinners
to continue this progress.
Martin Luther King Jr. said that, “He who feels that he is not loved feels that he does
not count.“ This statement communicates what drives us to do the work we do
everyday, to create true belonging in everyone we encounter. When we feel that we
matter, we can then move forward with our lives. I Grow Chicago plants the seeds of
neighborhood connection while providing comprehensive job and learning
opportunities as well as vital resources to our community.
We are all here to leave this world better than how we found it. We all have power. The I
Grow Chicago team challenges you to express your power for peace.
Peace and love,
Quentin Mables and Erin Vogel
Co-Executive Directors

OUR MODEL
helping to sustain a community
one breath, one seed, one family at a time

I Grow Chicago provides a safe, inter-generational haven to
children and at-risk community members. Our Peace House, an
abandoned home transformed into a positive community space,
offers a comprehensive continuum of supportive services to
community members of all ages. Our programs center around
our holistic engagement model aimed at fostering connection,
belonging, wellness, justice, and dignity for all.

BELONGING
"I Grow Chicago has changed my mindset and view in life in so
many ways. I learned communication skills and how to work with
others. I used to find trust hard to do, but being here I learned to
trust more and learn too that everyone isn't the same, so everyone
won't be out to hurt you but help you. I was never one to set goals
for myself or actually plan to do anything with my life. I wanted to
just go with the flow, but now I'm on track and actually proceeding
to do good things with my life."
- J Woods, community member and Life After School coordinator

"There couldn't be a more fitting name for this simple 2 story house
with... its most extraordinary dreamer, [founder] Robbin Carroll, who
knows how to bring dignity and hope to a community that wants to live
with unconditional love, forgiveness, and nonviolence. And it only took
seconds to feel a part of this as people greeted anyone and everyone who
entered the Peace House with a smile and hug as if each person was an
important member of each other's lives."
-Bev “Greenie” Greenburg, community partner, Francis Parker School
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"The I Grow Peace House is a
vital part of the Englewood
Community. It is truly evident in
the excellent community
partnership with the Chicago
Police Department and most
notably the residents which they
serve. The concepts and
community programs that I
Grow creates and support not
only tears down barriers of
mistrust, it strengthens the
bonds of community and
friendship."
-Commander Johnson
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WELLNESS

“I really don’t know the words
to say about the I Grow
Chicago family, but thanks
will do for now. They have
really helped me, far as
clothes for myself and my
family, the Christmas
giveaway, my medication
payments, transportation really just everything.”
-Andre, community resident

LEADERSHIP TEAM

ROBBIN CARROLL,
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT

QUENTIN MABLES,
CO-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ERIN VOGEL,
CO-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ZELDA MAYER,
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FINANCES
2016 REVENUE

Individuals
20%

Foundations
30%

$331,196

Corporations
15%

Other
5%

Founder
30%

2016 EXPENSES
Management
18%

$230,160

Programming
82%

SUPPORT OPPORTUNITY
IN ENGLEWOOD!

$50

PROVIDES A CHILD
AFTER-SCHOOL
TUTORING FOR A YEAR

$250

FUNDS MONTHLY
POLICE-COMMUNITY
HEALING CIRCLES

$600

GIVES TRANSPORTATION
FOR 70 PEOPLE

$960

FEEDS A NEIGHBOR
FRESH PRODUCE FOR
A YEAR

